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USER GUIDE

Plugin with GEWISS products
for the design software REVIT®
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10 - Main functions
The Revit® plugin provided by GEWISS contains the families in RFA format of the products in the
catalogue, the plugin start-up icon is automatically placed in the "Add-Ins" menu of Revit® from 2016
version:

By the icon is possible to open the plugin as an independent window where you can search for the
GEWISS products and insert them in the currently open Revit® design or save them locally on the PC.
The plugin consists of 4 areas:

C

B

A

D
.

A Catalogue tree
B 2D view
C 3D view
D Material list
Selecting the product A is possible to see: 2D shape B , 3D model C and the material list D .
To use the selected product in a Revit® project is possible to use the “REVIT” menu with which you can
insert the RFA families directly into the active project 1 or save them on the PC 2 .
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100 - Menu
The plugin uses a Microsoft menu-style formed by three bars that contain various commands based on
the active section:
CATALOGUE section

COMPOSITION section

The three bars are:
SECTIONS Menu
It contains the commands to move in the various plugin sections
REVIT Menu
It contains the commands inserting in Revit® or exporting on the PC the RFA file
HELP Menu
It contains the commands to open the user guide or the settings window
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1000 - SECTIONS Menu

1001 -

Catalogue

In the CATALOGUE section is possible to search the products by browsing in the catalogue tree A or
by entering the code or the description in the search field B .
Selecting the product is possible to see: 2D shape C , 3D model D and the material list E , in the next
time, you can insert the RFA family in the Revit® project or save it on the PC.
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1002 Composition
In the COMPOSITION section is possible to create compositions or group of products, for example:
plate + modular devices or enclosures + modular DIN devices.
First of all is possible to customize the composition code A in this way the RFA family will be saved or
inserted in a Revit® project with the code set by the user, then is possible to select the container by the
selection tree B , or by the search field C , where the user can insert the container code or the
description.
After choosing the container is possible to search the modular devices by the selection tree D , or by
the search field E ; The insertion is carried out by dragging the modular devices into the 2D VIEW F ,
in this area the devices added previously can be also moved or deleted (by mouse dragging).
Once the composition has been created, it will be possible to view: 2D shape F , 3D model G and the
material list H in this way the RFA composition can be inserted in a Revit® project or it can be saved on
the PC.
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1100 - REVIT Menu

1101 Import to Revit
Using this command is possible to insert the selected product directly into the Revit® project.

1102 Export the RFA file
Using this command is possible to export, on the PC, the RFA family of the selected product.
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1200 - HELP Menu

1201 Settings
With this command is possible to open the settings window:

Plugin and database information

Set the graphic option for the 2D VIEW

Set the graphic option for the 3D VIEW
Restore the default position for the
various section

1202 Help
This command opens the user guide in PDF format.

1203 This command opens the GEWISS website for the professionals of electrical sector:
http://www.gewiss.com/
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200 - RFA Families
The RFA families created by GEWISS, and the compositions created by the plugin have the following
characteristics:
- Level of detail customizable in Revit®

- Positioning in the categories "Electrical Fixtures" or "Lighting Fixtures" or "Electrical equipment" to
facilitate the creation of the material list

- Symbol for the composition and for the single family
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- Customization of the composition symbols

For each composition symbols it is possible to define:
- Text height composition
- Text label composition
- Text label symbols
- Horizontal position
- Position from the wall
- Show/hide text height composition
- Show/hide text label composition
- Show/hide text label symbols
- Show/hide outline around the symbols
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- Surface-based models in this way they can be placed on any surface in the project

- Electrical connectors

- Photometric curve for lighting fixtures
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- Complete data set can be customized by the user
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20 - Update with GWSINC

GWSINC is a simple program that permits to update automatically all the GEWISS Software and the only
requirement is an Internet connection.
GWSINC can recognize if the GEWISS programs installed on your PC are updated or not. Any update
happens simultaneously for all programs with this check mark .

The background color of each software in the list can be of 3 colors:
White color:
The software is installed and updated
Yellow color:
The software is installed but not updated
Gray color:
The software is not installed on your PC
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